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Topologic Bowls

A collection of shallow vessels, these geometric solids all share the same 
topologic properties starting with a cylindrical volume. The hollow of the bowl 
is formed by removing a portion of a sphere while the outer surface is faceted 
from its upper circumference to meet a perfectly inscribed square or triangle  
at the bottom. Form and function are then derived from variation in material 
and the three basic parameters: diameter, height, and base shape.

Carefully crafted out of seasoned timber, each piece’s unique character is slowly 
exposed as the material is formed and the surface is meticulously polished. 
In some of the bowls, small cracks, splits, knots, holes, or other perceived 
imperfections are revealed through this process. In places where these faults 
are experientially or technically unacceptable, geometric inclusions  
of a different wood are inlaid to rectify the defect or splice together a split  
or joint. These inclusions, unique to each bowl, are seen as an expression  
of the material and age old techniques of working with its physical qualities.

bottom : 150mm mahogany, middle : 200mm mahogany
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Topologic Bowls

Care
We find beauty in the marks of unique 
character, subtle variations of grain, figure, 
and texture inherent in materials that deepen 
through use and patinate over time.

Oiled wood : Wipe with a dry cotton cloth as 
required. Periodically, apply a generous coat 
of edible oil (pure coconut oil, pure almond 
oil, pure olive oil etc.) with a clean cotton 
cloth. Let it soak in for an hour, then wipe 
off the excess with a clean cotton cloth.

Teak
Edible Oil

Body
Finish

Dimensions

Topologic Bowl : Ø 150mm (6 in) or 200mm (7¾ in)  
Flat Topologic Bowl : Ø 260mm (10¼ in) or 400 mm (15¾ in)

Material

Dimensions

Mahogany
Edible Oil

150 mm
 6 in
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